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ABSTRACT

The techniques for assembling, processing and handling large

nuclear-emulsion stacks are discussedo Results of experiments

.varying the development procedure are presentedo
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The Richman group has been developing techniques for processing9

handlingand lining up nuclear=e.mulsion stackso Because many different

articles have appeared on this and rela.ted subjects,9 we are writing

mainly a review of the various ~echniques that bave been found most

satisfactoryo Certain stages of the operationsp however~ are different

from those used elsewhere and seem worth commento In general the

techniques are those of the Bristol grouP9l with modifications due to

2 ~ 4
Brusselsp Bambay~' the Naval Research Laboratory at ~shington, DoCo~

Mro Co Waller of Ilford Ltdop and otherso

10 PREDEVELOPMENTPROCEDURES

The emulsions as received from Ilford are G-5 pellicles~ 600 microns

thick~ mounted on a so-called temporary glass backing suitable for

stripplngo w~ ~radicate the emulsions to clear background tracks because

the schedule for running time on the Bevatron is uncertaino When the

machine is on a standard operating schedule, this step may be omittedo

Eradicationis done at 33°=36° C for 5<==7 dayso These variations

in time and temperature seem to have little effect on eradicationo All

platess1oweve~ lose sensitivity~ as shown in Section IVo After the
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emulsions have been allowed to come to equilibrium ~ith about 60% r'elative

humidity in a closed container, they are stripped from the glass by the

method proposed by Mro Walleri vizCl' running a knife around the edge and

peeling the emulsion from the glasso The pellicles have their rough edges

trimmed with scissors, holes punched in each corner, then are stacked

together (with no separators) between 1/2-inch-thick black bakelite sheets,

and clamped tight with screws which pass through the holeso The completed

staok is machined to size in daylight with a milling machinec The edges

exposed to light in this way are blackened less than 200 microns in from

the edge 0 The machined stack is X=rayed on the edges through slits at

eight positions about 1 inch from each corner, leaving a faint line

50 P wide penetrati~g about 1/4 inch into each emulsiono

After the stack has been exposed and is to be developed, the emulsions

are separated, a procedure that is fairly simple if the pellicles were

dry before stackingo The Bristol method of wiping the emulsion and treated

glass plates with chamois ~kin in SO C water with 1% glycerine and rolling

with an ordinary wringer has proved quite satisfactory for both large and

small pellicleso A heavy load on the wringer appears to be necessaryo

Seven lbsrper linear inch of emulsion is satisfactoryo The mounted,

pellicles are then blotted with filter paper and left overnight tD "set"o

IIo DEVELOPMENTPROCEDURE

The developing procedure is essentially that of Bristol,l everything

0
/ 0

done at 5 C except for the 2 1 4-hour dry hot stage at 16 Co (Complete

grain Gount versus time~ temperature, and formula is discussed in SectiOL

I IVo)
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In our work the emulsions are never moved during the processingo

The various solutions flow in and out of the tanks by gravity feed and

the temperature is controlled by cooling coils soldered to the outside

of the tankso A thermocouple connected to a recorder registers the

temperature" Two such tanks, with a total area of 10 square feet, are

in operationo After development and stop bath have been finished,

the tank is filled with fixer, and a timing system then lets fresh fixer

into the tank for 10 seconds every 3 minuteso The old fixer goes out a

drain in the bottom of the tank to an overflowo The flow changes one

tank volume each dayo We have also recirculated the fixer through a

large storage tank" Following a suggestion of Dr 0 Gerson Goldhaoor, we

now use a 30% hypo solution (defined as 300 grams of hypo and 2205 grams

of sodium bisulfitein a totalvolumeof 100 cCo of solution) which

clears the emulsions in three dayso With a 40% solutiong clearing takes

seven days, and with a 20% solution the time is intermediate between the

two" * The plates are left in the fixer for one day after clearing, and

then water dilution and washing are startedo The dilution is done slowly,

with the same timing system as used for fixing, to keep down the formation

of bubbles" The fluid is drawn out of any occasional bubbles with a

hypodermic needle as soon as they are observedo ~en the plates are

completely free of hyp09 a plasticizing solution of 4% glycerine in water

is used and 4% glycerine in alcohol is added at a rate increasing logarith-

mically with time until about two volume changes have occurred" (This gives

an alcohol concentration of about 87% in two dayso) The solutionis then

drained and the plates finish drying in room air and at room temperature.

.We ~.Ji.l ~rt.:;.t r 7.,!+""'f.!",,4 -::1:" !"~(:+0 '~Ot " -Y>i~1f. cJp'?!'i~4Q' .i~le. Tnis

~:-oced~.lre m.ini:d.zes ~Llh'e1 E'S ani tne la-es Cjd~"-r as ra~ idly as -..rith

30% d.irpctly.
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IIlo POSTDEVELOPMENT

The emulsions are wiped off with alcohol to remove surface grains

and the excess glass is broken off9 with the aid of a diamond scribe, with

reference to the X=ray markso The accuracy of this method allows lineup

t'Oabout: 200]1. Following this the plates are dipped in thinned Duco

cement (Eo 10 du Pont de Nemours and COo9 Incos>Wilmington 9 Delaware) for

protectiono For more accurate lineup to speed up follow-through work~

we glue .brass tabs across the four corners with the aid of a jig and then

sand these tabs dawn with reference to the X~ray marks9 using a microscope

under 210 x magnificaticno ! ~tack of 20 emulsions takes about four hours

to line up to ! 15 )10 This number includes misalignment due to distortion

in the emulsion~since alignment 'Was measured ~'byusing diving trecks of

340=Mev protonso Mounted uneradicated pellicles developedat 16° C or

eradicated pellicles developed at 25° C show distortion amounting to

35 Covanso

IVo RELATED PROBLEMS

Ae Variation in Grain Count as a Function of DaveloPment
,

(1) Of the nearly infinite number of variables that determine the

the final grain count in nuclear emu1sions~ we have varied a few1 and

present the results herao

The time and temperature for the "dry stage n were varied for

"Bristolfi arid ~Brussels~ developers~ using 600 u Ilford ~5 nuclear

emulsions 0 (See Apper~ix fOT composition of developerso) The water

presoak and cold developer soak were 2 hours and 3 hours respectively at

5° G in all caseso For the parti~Jlar dry stage done at 5° Cp some of the
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emulsions were left in the developer during the entire "dry stage" time

~ and appear as a separate curve. These data are shown in Figs. 1 through 4.
A simple analysis, based on the assumption that the rate of the chemical

reaction is proportional to the number of undeveloped developable grains

multiplied Py a function of temperature, gives a relation for the contribu-

tion to the grain count from the dry stage of the form

GD = ~ (l-e- ~(T)t),

where GD is the contributionto the gra.in count by the dry stage"

an is the number of grainsrendereddevelopableby the passage

of a charged particle (function of the velocity only),

A-.(T) is a function of the temperature TJ

t is time in dry stageo

Then the total grain count is given by

G = GCS CD'

where
Gas is the contribution to grain count by cold presoak.

Such a simple analysis gives a surprising fit to the data. The inclusion

of the variation in the concentration of the developer as grains are formed

(ioeo~ the "using up" of the developer) would alter the curves in the

proper direction to give a better fitv

It is surprising that suoh a large fraction of the grain count is given

by the presoak~ for the supposed function of the presoak is to give the

developer a chance to penetrate the emulsion vhile little development takes

place 0
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As can be seen from Figs. l~ 2, 3~ and 49 eradication reduces the

grain count to about 50% the uneradiaated value. This is a little greater

, loss than other workers have reported.

The random grain 1:ackground was examined for emulsions of equal

grain count for the two developers used» and found to be very nearly the

same0

0
We have round that extending the time for 25 C Brussels development

to 75 minutes increased the random grains to an almost intolerable level.

(2) A typicalplot of grain count as a function of depth in 600 JL

emulsions shows uniform sensitivity with depth until within 30 ~ to 50 ~

of the surfaceo At this depth the grain count starts to falloff, and is

only about half at the very surfaceo We have made little or no investi-

gation of the Muse of the surfa~e fall=off.\land have not come to any

conclusion about how to correct it. (With 3')%fixer, :.regr&in count no lon[Ier

falls off at the surface)
I. Discoloration

When 200 JL emulsions areprocessedby theBristol formula, they

sometimes turn a vivid pink. This always happens when they have been

eradicated 0 The cause Is >oxidation of the amidolS1and the effect may

be oured by increasing the Na2S03 in the developer by 30% to 50%, or

by using a nitrogen atmosphere during the hot stage, or by leaving a film

of developeron the plates in the hot stage instead ofwiping them off.

In addition to showing the pink stain~ the emulsions have almost no ~nsi-

tivityo Increasing the amido1 without proportionate increase in Na2S03

makes the plates nearly opaqueo The oxidation has never occurred with 600 ~

plates 0
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~ Eradication and Soak-uP.,.

(1) It was suggested to us by Dora Shermanof this laboratory

that eradicated plates:l when soaked in water 5) take up less water than

uneradicated plateso Tests were ~~ on both 200 ~and 600 uplates toJ

determine whether this effect caused the decreasedin grain count in

eradicated plateso Although the eradicated (jmulsi()!.i takes up only

1/3 as much water as does an uneradicated emulsion~ changing the soaking

time by a suitable amount to cause either normal or eradicated plates

to soak up only I/:3 as muchdevelcper caused no e:hange in th:::1.T

respective grain countso

(2) A separate series of tests 'Was run to determine the amount of

water soaked up by emulsions as a function of temperatureo Aft'3r 6 hours£,

the SO C emulsion was transferred to 210 C waterp b~t no further significant

increase in weight occurred (see Figo 5)0 Thus 5) emulsions ~hat are Goaled

before immersing in the cold presoak absorb less water and devel~per ~han

those put in at room temperatureo No change in grain co'wt occurs J ho,.Jeyer JI

as a result of this change in procedureo

Do LocatLTlE:! events

In order to relocate events in our emu.lsions, '\.le have had printed

(at the suggestion of Mro Erb of Erb and Gray Coo) a rectangular Trlt\'trix

of 150 x 150 squares9 each square having a cross in the center and t~o

3-digit numbers giving the x and y coordinates of the squareo This

matrix has been photographically reduced by Mro Phil Carnahan from

36 ino x 36 ino to 6 in. x 6 in~ and 3 ino x 3 ino Although we originally

planned to print only a few of these on glass platesj we have found it
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possible to mount pellicles, in the usual way, directly onto either

Eastman Kodalith or Ilford Formalith plates that have previously had

the matrix photographed onto them and been processed. (Ilford will

supply these Formalith plates in any size and of the same thickness as

their treated glass plates.) We believe this method to be as easy and

reliable as that recently suggested by Vanderhaege (gluing film to the

surface of finished plates), and furthermore, it does not limit the working

distance of the objective~ (Qe now 1.J8e 10 rni cJ'on G-5 for oUr grids)

Dro Harry Heckman of this laboratory is making prints of these

matrices directly on the pellicles themselves~ and has obtained

satisfactory resultso However, mistakes in exposure cannot be rectified,

and there is the possibility of losing a track along a line of the matrix.
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. APPENDIX

"Brussels. developer (2,3)

Distilled water 1000 cc

Boric acid 35 g

18 gSodium sulphite (anhydrous)

Potassium bromide (10%solution) 8 cc

Amidol 4.5 g

"Bristo1~ developer (1)

Distilled water 930 cc

Sodium sulphite (anhydrous) 6.7 g

Sodium bisulphite (saturated solution) 104 CG

Potassium bromjde (10% solution) 800 co

.Amid01 3.0 g
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